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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

References in _he State's Reply Brief will be identical

to those set forth in the State's opening brief. _APP" will

refer to the Appendix that was attached to the State's

opening brief.



ARGUMENT

I

THE EXERCISE OF PERSONALJURISDICTION OVER
DEFENDANTDOES NOT EXCEEDTHE LIMITS OF DUE
PROCESS.

A. This Court's Standard Review is De Novo.

The Court's standard of review, including findings of

fact, is de novo since such findings are based solely upon

documentary evidence. The Court in First National Bank of

Biwabik v. Bank of Lemmon, 535 N.W.2d 866, 871-72 (S.D.

1995), held that de novo review was the appropriate standard

review of findings of fact that were based upon documentary

evidence. The majority of the Court specifically rejected

the clearly erroneous standard. This holding has not been

overruled and has been subsequently followed by this Court.

See, e._., Fowler v. Weber, 2000 S.D. 22, ¶ 6, 607 N.W.2d

252, 254.

B. Application of the Restrictive _Stream of Commerce Plus"
Standard Must be Rejected.

The State is steadfast in its position that this Court

has not adopted former Justice O'Connor's _stream of commerce

plus" standard of review presented in Asahi Metal Industry,

Co. v. Superior Court of California, 480 U.S. 102 (1987). As

set forth in the State's opening brief, this standard of



review is not constitutionally required for the purposeful

availment step under the Due Process Clause. Further, given

how business is generally transacted in this state, such a

standard would unnecessarily deny the State and its citizens

a judicial forum to address injuries and statutory

violations. Such a determination is inconsistent with the

open court's mandate in Article VI, section 20, of the South

Dakota Constitution and the Legislature's determination

expressed in SDCL 15-7-7(14) to provide long-arm jurisdiction

to the extent it is not inconsistent with the state and

federal constitutions.

As such, the purposeful availment step must be reviewed

under a less strict standard of review that does not offend

the Due Process Clause. Such a lesser standard could include

the standard of review set forth by the Eighth Circuit in

Barone v. Rich Bros. Interstate Display Fireworks Co., 25

F.3d 610 (8th Cir. 1994); and Clune v. Alimak A.B., 233 F.3d

538 (8th Cir. 2000), or the _expectations test" set forth by

Justice Brennan in Asahi.

C. The Factors the State has Set Forth Satisfy the

Purposeful Availment Step.

Contrary to Grand River's argument and the circuit

court's conclusions, purposeful availment has been



established. Regardless of the Court's ruling on the

applicable standard of review, the undisputed facts set forth

in the State's opening brief (Appellant's Brief pages 29, 30)

are more than sufficient to satisfy any standard of review.

The major factors that establish persona! availment are the

joint venture or co-venture; Grand River's compliance with

federal law; and the volume of cigarettes that were

distributed into South Dakota by HCI consistent with the

distribution plan established through the joint venture.

I. The joint venture continued after incorporation.

Grand River intentionally downplays the existence and

effect of the co-venture between Arthur Montour and two of

the principals of Grand River. The assertion that the three

corporations are distinct and different from their owners is

contrary to the admitted facts of this case.

Grand River's argument totally ignores the admitted

facts set forth in the Particularized Statement of Claim

("PSC") that was prepared for the litigation brought by Grand

River, Jerry Montour, Kenneth Hill, and Arthur Montour.

GR3 SR 2233-2312, APP 15-22. The facts set forth therein

establish a scenario whereby the individuals and corporations

are alter egos that further a common business enterprise--the

engaging in the _licensing, manufacture, packaging,



production, importation, and/or sale of tobacco products sold

in Canada and the United States.." GR3 SR 2308, APP 18 ¶ 6.

Through the co-venture, income and profit are shared _through

an informal allocation process that essentially distributes

profits to Jerry Montour and Kenneth Hill through Grand

River, and to Arthur Montour, Jr. through Native Wholesale

Supply." GR3 SR 2304, APP 22 ¶ 27. This is based upon

Arthur Montour being the sole shareholder and president of

both Native Tobacco Direct Company and Native Wholesale

Company, and Jerry Montour and Kenneth Hill being controlling

shareholders of Grand River. GR3 SR 2308-2309, APP 17-18, ¶¶

4 and 5. It is admitted that the co-venture that was

initially established by the three individuals continued

through the various corporate entities: _Through these

enterprises, the Investors would continue to operate as they

have for years, with Jerry Montour and Ken Hill handling the

capital and manufacturing components of their business and

Arthur Montour Jr. handling the distribution component."

GR3 SR 2304, APP 21 ¶ 22.

Under the admitted joint venture, unti! September of

2002, all distribution responsibilities for the sale of Grand

River cigarettes in the United States were the responsibility

of Arthur Montour and his enterprises. As such, Grand River



cannot hide behind the assertion that its responsibilities

ended at the United States/Canada border. It is also clear

that the cigarette manufacturing agreement between Grand

River and the Montour entities was merely a reflection of the

co-venture and not the restrictive contract document as

asserted by Grand River in this appeal. GR3 SR 2304-2305,

APP 21-22 ¶¶ 23-27. Given these admitted facts, Grand

River's refusal to recognize Arthur Montour and his

enterprises' activities in distributing cigarettes in the

United States as part of a co-venture with Grand River is

clearly unwarranted.

The distribution network established by Arthur Montour

and his enterprises was to distribute cigarettes to entities

on "Indian lands in the U.S.A." GR3 SR 2304, APP 22 ¶ 24.

The factors previously set forth by the State establish in

detail that Native Tobacco Direct Company and Native

Wholesale Supply Company distributed cigarettes to HCI, a

tribally owned cigarette distributor located in Nebraska who

subsequently sold large quantities of cigarettes to the

Yankton Sioux Tribe on land the Tribe owned within the State

of South Dakota. It is obvious that the above distribution

network is consistent with the co-venture's distribution plan

and as such the purposeful availment step is satisfied.



Since under the co-venture all distribution responsibilities

were handed over to Arthur Montour and his enterprises, the

fact that Grand River and its officers may have been unaware

of the specific sales to HCI or to the Yankton Sioux Tribe is

not a basis to reject this factor.

2. Grand River's compliance with federal law is a

factor that establishes the purposeful availment

step.

Grand River does not dispute the fact that compliance

with federal law in the manufacturing, packaging, and

labeling of cigarettes is a legal prerequisite for sale of

cigarettes in the United States. Given one of the main

purposes of the co-venture was to sell cigarettes in the

United States, it is disingenuous for Grand River to argue

that its compliance with the various federal laws documented

by the State was at Arthur Montour's and others' insistence.

Further, contrary to Grand River's assertions, such

compliance is relevant to South Dakota sales. Since 2000,

SDCL 10-50-65 has required that all cigarettes sold in South

Dakota must be in compliance with all relevant federal law.

Violation of the statute results in seizure and destruction

of the cigarettes under SDCL 10-50-66. Clearly, federal law

compliance is a factor that establishes purposeful availment.



C. Federal Indian Law Principles have No Applicability to
the Question of Whether Personal Jurisdiction Exists

Over Grand River.

Grand River argues that its _Indian status" precludes

this Court from finding that personal jurisdiction over Grand

River exists for the State to pursue any action for violation

of the South Dakota escrow statutes. Grand River boldly

asserts that the State cannot show that land on Six Nations

Reserve in Ontario Canada is not Indian country or that Grand

River, a Canada Corporation organized under the Canada

Business Organizations Act, is not an Indian defendant.

Contrary to these arguments, the State presented persuasive

authority as to why federal Indian law principles are not

applicable and that the State had jurisdiction to enforce the

State escrow statutes for cigarettes sold by the Yankton

Sioux Tribe since such activity did not occur in Indian

country.

For Grand River to assert that Six Nations reserve is

_Indian Country" as contemplated under United States federal

Indian law principles is ludicrous. This Court recognized in

State v. Owen, 2007 S.D. 21, ¶ 40, 729 N.W.2d 356, 368, that

_Indian Country" for Indian law purposes is defined in 18

U.S°C. § 1151, as:



(a) all land within the limits of any Indian
reservation under the jurisdiction of the United
States Government, notwithstanding the issuance
of any patent, and, including rights-of-way
running through the reservation, (b) all
dependent Indian communities within the borders
of the United States whether within the original
or subsequently acquired territory thereof, and
whether within or without the limits of a state,
and (c) all Indian allotments, Indian titles to
which have not been extinguished, including
rights-of-way running through the same.

Further, Grand River has not established that the this Six

Nations band located on the Six Nations Reserve in Ontario,

Canada, is a tribal entity recognized by Congress as those

tribal entities defined in Federal Register Volume 72, No.

55, as of March 22, 2007. Further, it has not provided any

authority explaining how a Canadian corporation is an Indian.

Grand River has also provided no legal support for its

argument that the 1794 Treaty of Canandaigua has any

relevance to the issues on appeal. Grand River has cited the

Court no case that has interpreted this treaty in the manner

argued. In Seneca Nation of Indians v. New York, 206

F.Supp.2d 448, 486-93 (W.D.N.Y. 2002), the court addressed

the treaty in detail. The court stated that the purposes of

the 1794 Treaty of Canandaigua were:

(I) to reconfirm peace and friendship between the

United States and the Six Nations (the Senecas in

particular); (2) to correct the inadvertent

geographical error in the boundaries allotted to



the Indians at the 1784 Treaty of Fort Stanwix;
and (3) to relinquish any rights the United

States may have acquired through that error. See

Seneca Nation of Indians v. United States, 173

Ct.CI. 917, 922 n.5 (1965); See also, Seneca

Nation of Indians v. United States, slip op. No.

342-H, at *4 (I.C.C. Aug. 30, 1963); Manley,

supra, at 112, PG Br. At 28-30; Joint Stip. At

¶ 84.

206 F.Supp.2d at 487. The treaty simply does not address

commerce or trade, or the status of bands or land located in

Canada. As such, there is nothing in the plain language of

the treaty that would suggest that it is at all applicable

in this matter.

The State in its opening brief provided the Court with

persuasive reasons why the facts that Grand River is located

on an Indian reserve in Canada and is wholly owned by

Indians that are members of Canada bands is irrelevant to

the personal jurisdictional issues before the Court. It was

Grand River's burden, not the State's, to establish the

legal relevance of these facts. Having totally failed to

establish legal relevance, its arguments must be rejected.

II

SERVICES OF PROCESS WERE EFFECTIVE.

A. All Services Complied with State Law.

Contrary to Grand River's assertions, the State argued

below that to the extent service was governed by state law,

i0



SDCL 15-7-3 applied, and as such, service which complied

with SDCL 15-6-4(e) was valid service. MH 31-37. Further,

Grajczyk v. Tasca, 2006 S.D. 55, 717 N.W.2d 624, clearly

authorizes a party to supplement the record when the

validity of service is challenged. Here, the supplemental

filings by the State which include the affidavit of Kara

LaForge together with the Declaration of John Dobson, and

the letter from the Ontario Central Authority, and the

affidavit of Lester L. Franszen provide ample support for

the State's argument that valid substituted service

occurred. GR3 SR 2413-2479; 1790-1807.

To the extent there is lack of specificity in the

State's filings, it is due to the length of time between the

services and Grand River's filing of its motions. Had Grand

River timely brought its motions to vacate, a more detailed

declaration of support would have likely been available.

Notwithstanding the above, the Dobson Declaration clearly

supports the conclusion that officers of Grand River were

not available each time Sheriff's Officer Dobson attempted

service and that each service was made upon an adult

employee of Grand River. Indeed, as to Grand River 2 it is

conceded Kurt Styers is an employee. Appellee's Brief p.

48.

ii
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The State has provided authority explaining why SDCL

15-7-3 was applicable to international service as applied in

this instance. The only authority Grand River asserts is a

statement made by the undersigned counsel at a rules hearing

before this Court. The undersigned counsel submits that the

statement made at the rules hearing was an over

generalization. The State stands by the applicability of

SDCL 15-7-3 in this matter, as well as the need for the rule

which the Court adopted regarding international service.

B. Services were Valid Under the Hague Convention.

i. The Hague Convention applied to all three services.

The State's position regarding the three services is that

even without the adoption of SDCL 15-6-4(d) (12) by this

Court, each service would be controlled by the Hague

Convention since personal service was attempted abroad.

_[C]ompliance with the Convention is mandatory in all cases

to which it applies." Volkswagenwerk Aktienqesellschaft v.

Schlunk, 486 U.S. 694, 705 (1988). The applicability of the

Hague Convention, even without an authorizing state statute,

has been recognized by other courts:

The Hague Conventions are binding in Georgia (as

in all states) under the Supremacy Clause of the
United States Constitution. '[A]II Treaties made

or which shall be made, under the authority of

the United States, shall be the supreme Law of

12



the Land; and Judges in every State shall be

bound there by, and any Thing in the

Constitution, or Laws of any State to the

Contrary notwithstanding." U.S. Const., art. VI,

Clause 2. We have previously held that _judicial

notice must be taken of a treaty and . it

will dominate over every statutory provision [or

lack thereof] of the state of Oeorgia."

(emphasis supplied.) Camp v. Sellers & Co., [281

S.E.2d 621, 624 Ga. App. 1981]. The Hague

Conventions provide the authority, as well as the

method, for service of process internationally.
Id.

Goldstein v. Goldstein, 494 S.E.2d 745, 749 (Ga. App. 1998).

Under these circumstances, the Hague Convention clearly

applied to service for Grand River i.

Grand River concedes that upon the Court's adoption of

SDCL 15-6-4 (d)(12), valid service under the Hague Convention

is valid service under state law. This is consistent with

court decisions interpreting similar provisions. See, e.g.,

Saysavanh v. Saysavanh, 145 P.3d 1166, 1168-69 (Utah App.

2006).

C. The Certificates are Prima Facie Evidence of Compliance

with the Hague Convention.

Grand River has provided the Court with no authority

that refutes the Eighth Circuit's holding that certificates

issued by a central authority under the Hague convention are

prima facie evidence of compliance with the treaty's service

provisions. The Eighth Circuit's decision in Northrup Kin_

13



Co. v. Compania Productora Semillas Alqodoneras Selectas,

S.A., 51 F.3d 1383 (8th Cir. 1995) is not so easily

dismissed. In addition to the cases previously cited by the

State, the Eastern District of New York has also held that a

central authority's return of a completed certificate of

service is prima facie evidence that service was made in

compliance with the Convention. See Garg v. Winterthur, 525

F.Supp.2d 315, 322-23 (E.D.N.Y. 2007).

Holding that certificates are prima facie evidence of

compliance is especially appropriate where, as here, such

service is compliant with comparable provisions of state

Iaw--SDCL 15-6-4(e). Moreover, the Court has before it not

only the certificates, but also the letter from the Ontario

Central Authority stating its position that the services

performed by Sheriff's Officer Dobson under its direction

complied with Ontario law.

Should the Court look behind the certificates, the

State has presented sufficient additional facts to support

the conclusion that service was compliant with Ontario law.

Again, those facts are set forth in the affidavit of Kara

LaForge that includes the Dobson Declaration and letter from

the Ontario Central Authority, as well as the affidavit of

Lester L. Franzen. GR3 SR 2413-2479; 1790-1807.

14



D. Grand River's Asserted Technical Defects do not

Invalidate Service.

Grand River raises several technical defects regarding

service pursuant to the Hague Convention which it asserts

are sufficient to invalidate service. None of these alleged

defects, however, invalidates service. As noted by the

Second Circuit in Burda Media, Inc. v. Viertel, 417 F.3d

292, 301 (2nd Cir. 2005), _failure to comply strictly with

the Hague Convention is not automatically fatal to effective

service." (emphasis in original).

First, Grand River asserts that there is no evidence

that a _Summary" of the documents as required by the Hague

Convention was served with the documents served upon Grand

River. As it relates to Grand River 3, there was such

evidence. The State received and filed the set of Hague

request documents it received from the Central Authority.

These documents include a Summary. GR3 SR 17-21. This

filing, together with the statements of the Central

Authority and Dobson's Declaration, is more than sufficient

to establish service of a set of request documents,

including a summary, upon Grand River.

Although complete sets of Hague request documents were

not filed in Grand River 1 and Grand River 2, that does not

15



lead to the conclusion that summaries were not served. The

Affidavit of Lester D. Franzen includes copies of the

request documents and letters from the Central Authority

that demonstrate that all required documentation was served.

GR3 SR 1790-1794. The letter from the Central Authority and

Dobson's Declaration provide further support for this

conclusion.

Finally, the absence of a Summary is not a material

defect. In Northrup, 51 F.3d at 1390, the Eighth Circuit

held that the absence of a summary was not material since

the Certificate stated what documents were served. This is

also true here. The Certificates reflect that in Grand

River 1 a Summons and Complaint were served, and in Grand

River 2 a Summons, Complaint, and Amended Complaint were

served. GR3 SR 1791, 1793.

Another technical defect Grand River raises is that the

Certificates did not contain sufficient description as to

how Grand River was served. Grand River asserts that

Dobson's failure, in each of the Certificates, to check off

the applicable boxes reflecting the method of service is a

fatal defect. This argument is without merit. First, when

reviewed as a whole, it is clear that the Certificates for

Grand River 2 and Grand River 3 were properly completed. In

16



Grand River 2 and Grand River 3, the Certificates indicate

that Sheriff's Officer Dobson deleted the entry that was

inappropriate. Dobson correctly struck off _(c) by delivery

to the addressee, who accepted it voluntarily," because in

each instance delivery was not made to addressee who

voluntarily accepted it. Dobson also correctly let stand

_(a) in accordance with the provision as sub-paragraph (a)

of the first paragraph of article 5 of the Convention," and

_(b) in accordance with the following particular method,"

since boxes (a) and (b) were true. Dobson in each case made

service in compliance with the laws of the destination state

consistent with box (a) and made service consistent with the

method prescribed by the State in the requests, consistent

with box (b). Each Hague Request form provided notice of

how the State-prescribed service could be accomplished. GR3

SR 2444, 1802, 1798, 36.

The only technical defect that is supported by the

record is that in Grand River 1 Dobson did not strike box

(c). Even if the Court finds this Certificate is

incomplete, the technicality should not invalidate the

service. In Greene v. Le Dorze, 1998 WL 158632 (N.D. Tex.

1998) the court held that the fact the French Central

Authority failed to describe the method of service in the

17



Certificate did not render a service ineffective. In Fox v.

Regie Nationale Des Usines Renault, 103 F.R.D. 453 (W.D.

Tenn. 1984) the court held the French Central Authority's

failure to include information relating to the place where

the documents were served was not defective. See also,

Koechli v. BIP International, Inc., 861 So.2d 501, 503.

(Fla. App. 2003).

These alleged defects also would not invalidate service

under the _substantial compliance" standard adopted by this

Court regarding personal service under state law. In Wagner

v. Truesdell, 1998 S.D. 9, 574 N.W.2d 627, the Court held

that a substantial compliance standard applies to personal

service. Clearly, the evidence provided by the State

through the Certificates, Central Authority letter, Dobson's

Declaration, and Affidavits of Franzen and LaForge, is

sufficient to demonstrate that Sheriff's Officer Dobson

substantially complied with Hague Convention service

requirements. Such substantial compliance is sufficient for

service of process purposes.

E. Grand River's Indian Law Arguments are Without Merit.

Grand River has raised nothing that refutes the

argument and analysis in the State's opening brief that

Grand River's Indian law arguments are wholly lacking merit.

18



Again, United States federal Indian law is not applicable

because the Six Nations Reserve is not Indian Country as

defined by 18 U.S.C. 1151 and as applied by this Court.

Further, Grand River has provided no authority explaining

how such law applies to it, a Canadian corporation organized

under the Canada Business Organization Act, merely because

it is owned by members of the Six Nations and located on the

Six Nations Reserve in Ontario, Canada. Clear Canadian law

refutes all of Grand River's Indian law arguments that have

been raised. Finally, Grand River's assertion that SDCL

15-6-4(c) trumps service under the Hague convention ignores

the following language that was included when the Court

adopted the international service provision in SDCL

15-6-4(d) : _Service under this subdivision may be made by

any person authorized by § 15-6-4(c), [and] anyone duly

authorized to serve lawful summons by the law of the country

where service is to be made, pursuant to the applicable

treaty or convention. ."

There can be no dispute about the applicability of the

Hague Convention to service in this matter. Consistent with

the Hague Convention, the applicable service to be reviewed

is that of Ontario law.

19



CONCLUSION

Wherefore, based upon the foregoing arguments and

authorities and those made in the State's opening brief, the

State respectfully requests that this Court reverse the

circuit court's Order and Judgment of Dismissal and remand

the matter to the circuit court to enter orders consistent

with the Court's decision.

Dated this_ay_ of May, 2008.
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